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The call of fans answered! The black metal act NĀV releasing their
acclaimed Arcizlo album on vinyl
Their debut Smrtci received excellent response. Their second 2020 full-length Arcizlo
further underscored that there is another excellent act on the loose on the black metal
scene; one that is fast gaining foothold among the Czech elite. The album is now unleashed
also on vinyl!
“Vinyl is probably the most classic format, but at the same time it is hard to accomplish its
creation. We thus released both our albums on cassettes first, hoping that someone would
later be interested in making the LP version,” explains the guitarist and vocalist Ivarg. “The
first impulse with regards to the LP came from Balda from The Barakos, who said he would
partly finance such an enterprise. One word led to another, while we also approached two
others – MetalGate and Naše desky. And both agreed to join in. It all went without a hitch,
and it is great to cooperate with all of them.”
From the aforementioned statement it is clear that Arcizlo vinyl has three godfathers: the
labels MetalGate, Naše desky and The Barakos. “Given the qualities of Arcizlo, it was only a
matter of time for this opus to get another than an exclusively mc incarnation. The album
quickly received praise from critics far and wide, further solidifying the fact that with only
two albums NĀV managed to enter the top echelons of what Czech black metal currently
offers,” says Ondřej Šmejkal from MetalGate.
Ivarg also confirms that the album has been very well received: “I heard and read nothing
but praise, which I am really thankful for. Also, the fourth place in the Břitva Awards in the
respective genre category was delightful as well. Music is not a sport, but as an appreciation
of our work it is heartwarming indeed.”
The album was recorded in 2020 in the Czech Low Resolution Studio by Ivarg, Hrom and
Herm. The MC version was released September 13, 2020, with the LP edition following
almost a year later. The vinyl is available in two color variants (black and oxblood red), with
Ivarg doing the layout and Kera Uno once again authoring the album art.
The Arcizlo tracklist is as follows: March Towards the Dying Sun, False Messiah, Shadow of
Man, Hang the Saints, Fallen, Lost Kingdom, The Enabler, Gaia, Looking into Abyss, Pick Your
Poison
Full album stream available here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCQf1WjgYsE
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